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A wicking bed is a type of raised bed garden that waters plants from underneath the roots

rather than on top. The water wicks up from an underground water reservoir resulting in

improved production while minimizing water usage. During a typical hot summer, a regular

raised bed may need to be watered two or three times a day. With a wicking bed, watering is

generally required only once every two or three weeks!



How to Build A Wicking Bed Gardenwith Optional Worm MotelA wicking bed is a type of raised

bed garden that waters plants from underneath the roots rather than above. The water wicks

up from an underground water reservoir resulting in improved production while minimizing

water usage. During a typical summer, a regular raised bed may need to be watered two or

three times a day. With a wicking bed under the same conditions, watering is generally required

only once every two or three weeks!The following instructions outline how to build a 4 ft. x 8 ft.

wicking bed garden. Any size can be built, just make cuts and amounts

accordingly.MaterialsTools3 – 2” x 12” x 8’ boards (cut one board in half)Saw (to cut wood)
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ninjaphil, “It's only going to get worse... Climate change is upon us. Whether you believe this is

a new thing or not, wicking beds and transfarming techniques are the new future. Water wars

are a way of life here in Texas. I suggest you take a look at the Transfarming series of books

and start growing your own solution to our food problem. It's only going to get worse...”

Kathi Linz, “Creative. Good ideas. I probably won't build one myself, but can see the value in

this type of garden.”

mg, “cant wait.. cant wait to get this built. instructions are great. understandable.”

Patti Taylor, “Organizer for The San Antonio Aquaponic and TransFarming Group. I have used

this book to build over 3 wicking beds in front of (collectively) over 100 people over the past few

months - all with excellent results! The beds thrived even in the Texas heat with watering only

every 2-3 weeks. The wicking bed is an excellent example of a water-conservation gardening

technique and I would never had believed the results of these wicking beds had I not seen the

results of these beds from "start-to-finish."I love this book because it gave me step-by-step

instructions and has a lot of pictures that helped me visualize what and why I was doing a

certain procedure. I highly recommend this book to anyone who is serious about building a

wicking bed.”

vasha13, “This is a wonderful resource for those interested in learning to make a .... This is a

wonderful resource for those interested in learning to make a wicking bed. Since wicking beds

are great for water conservation, I was exited to learn this technique for the Texas heat my

garden endures. It was easy to understand for a beginner such as myself and I had no

problem building my own wicking bed using this book.”

RMM, “Foe a rookiee.. Great instruction.”

Tiberio Macêdo, “Bom livro sobre o assunto. Bom livro com orientações passo a passo para

montagem de um esquema de irrigação por capilaridade. Reco men dado !”

The book by Langston Jakes has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 22 people have provided feedback.
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